Bathroom

With a cool cabinet and tempting tiles, we've got clean lines on tap.

"+/-" CABINET
by Studio Dror

Because there are some mornings when you want to admire yourself lengthways and others when you'd rather see as little as possible, Studio Dror has designed the "+/-" bathroom cabinet. When closed, the horizontal mirror conceals a cabinet; to open, just rotate to a vertical position.

"+/-" cabinet, price to be confirmed, by Studio Dror, for Boffi, tel: 39.03 625 341 (Italy), www.boffi.com

TAPESTRY' TILES
by Heath Ceramics

Being based in Sausalito, California, you might expect Heath Ceramics to have a laid-back West Coast spirit. Yet the firm is as hard-working as they come. Founded by artist Edith Heath, it has been designing limited-production dinnerware and tiles for over 60 years. Its vivacious "Tapestry" tiles are inspired by crafts from sewing to bricklaying. "Stitch" tile in 'Volcano', $78, part of the 'Tapestry' collection.